Bona Create - Wooden Floor Colouration
For a fresh new look

Wooden Floor Colouration
Express your style! With the unique and wide colouration
system Bona Create, you can add a personal touch to your
wooden floor.
Bona Create is a new formula bringing modern colours to
wooden floors. Having a long open time, application is relaxed
and the result is an even and beautiful colouration.
As part of the Bona System, Bona Create is developed
at the forefront of sustainability with compatibility to
Bona’s finishes and oils. The cobalt-free low VOC formula
guarantees healthy indoor air and safe working conditions.
Bona Create – a colouration system to trust for a perfect result.

• Modern & fresh colours
• Low VOC
• Beautiful and even colouration
• Safe result
• Relaxed application due to long open time
• Cobalt-free
• Overcoatable with both oil and finish
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What’s your Style in Wood?
When the time has come to renovate a floor, it’s also an

You might even want to match the floor with the rest of the

opportunity to transform it. Adding some colour to a wooden

room. Or you can get an attractive deep look with Create

floor can give an entire new look and make a real difference

Pure. Next time when it’s time to renovate, why not transform

to a room.

your wooden floor with a completely new colour!

You can brighten up a room with a fresh, light shade. Plain
old oak can be renewed with a tint of red, blue or green.
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Modern Colours for a Fresh Look
With Bona Create you can renew an old floor with a range

Applied on wooden floors Bona Create always result in a

of modern colours. There is no need to install a new floor.

natural-looking colour, as though taken straight from nature’s

Colour can just be added to the existing one to create a fresh

own palette.

new look.

Wide range of colours

Whether you want a darker tone for a heavier look, or a lighter
tone to brighten up a room, Bona Create will be able to provide

With Bona Create you can feel confident that you get a result

it. You will get the same great result on your floor regardless if you

that is trustworthy. A range of 9 different colours allows you to

want a high gloss surface or if you want a matt oiled look.

find the exact shade you want.

Having a long open time, Bona Create enables a relaxed
application and the ability to work with larger surfaces. There
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Sustainable formula in one easy stroke
is no risk of overlap, and the result is an even colouration of
the wood. Bona Create is a secure formula developed at the
forefront of sustainability. The cobalt-free low VOC formula
guarantees good indoor air and healthy working conditions.
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Bona Create
- Part of a System You Can Trust
Bona Create is part of the Bona System - our total solution for

To provide a hard wearing surface that will preserve the wood,

the treatment of wooden floors. This means that the stain is

we recommend our popular waterborne finishes.

compatible with all Bona’s finishes and oils.

The final touch

As an alternative to finishes, you may wish to apply oil on top
of Bona Create. Here we recommend Bona’s range of oils.

Once Bona Create has been applied to the sanded floor, you
need to apply a coating. Now it’s time to decide whether you

To keep the surface looking good, Bona has special maintenance

want a finished or oiled look.

products developed for both finished and oiled floors.

If this flap does not contain nine printed sheets of stained
wooden floors, please contact Bona for more samples.
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Passion for wood floors
Since established in 1919, Bona is now a world leading
innovator with a unique system for wooden floor treatment.
Through subsidiaries and distributors we have local presence
in more than 50 different countries enabling us to be close to
our customers and craftsmen.
Our long commitment and passion for wooden floors enable
us to offer lasting, sustainable results for professionals and
floor owners alike, no matter what wooden floor need.

